CHAPTER 8
OSIRIS MYTH
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The Great Myth
The story of Osiris is one of the most important in mythology. The basis of the story is that brother kills
brother, to be avenged by his son. This story has been told and retold throughout history: Cain and Abel in the
Bible, Shakespeare’s Hamlet, and Disney’s Lion King. This myth was in place at the earliest stages of Egyptian
history, included in the famous Pyramid Texts. The myth of Osiris is not found in its entirety throughout Egypt
but there is enough on temple walls and in texts to provide much of the information. Today much of the detail
comes from the Greek writer Plutarch. There is a question to the validity of his account. It has never occurred to
Egyptologists that Plutarch, a priest of Delphi in Greece, might have purposely confused or distorted the myth to
try and misdirect the reader from key elements of the story. He was initiated in the mysteries as he says, “The
mystic symbols are well known to those of us who belong to the Brotherhood.” As an initiate Plutarch would not
have unveiled the secret meaning of the Osiris myth under fear of punishment. Since none of this happened to
him, either his book was regarded as harmless or at least not directly informative. It may also mean that because
of his Greek origin the Egyptian priests did not disclose the full information. i I will present the basic myth of
Osiris gained from information from the temples of Egypt, then interpret some of the main points and the
individual Neteru.
The Myth of Osirisii
I stopped my explanation of the creation myth of Heliopolis with the four offspring of Geb and Nut
being born. The continuation of this story is the Osiris myth. Osiris married Isis and Set married Nepthys. Being
the eldest when Geb abdicated, Osiris became the new King of Egypt. Set was always jealous of his brother, first
when he married Isis and secondly when gaining the throne. Osiris and Isis taught the people the secrets found in
the Books of Tehuti such as how to cultivate the fruits of the earth (agriculture), gave them law, abolished
cannibalism, were the first to explain the Neteru, consecrated the first temples, and organized the sculpting of the
first images. He also introduced the hieroglyphic script invented by Tehuti, and invented two kinds of flutes.
Osiris was the enemy of violence and he ruled by his gentleness alone, often using songs or musical instruments.

A golden age took place under the rule of Osiris and Isis. Once Osiris had everything in order, he handed control
of Egypt to Isis while he set out to “visit all of the inhabited earth to teach the world the same knowledge.” He
supposedly traveled with Tehuti and Anubis.
When Osiris was gone his brother Set banded together 72 conspirators, but Isis ruled well and Set had to
wait for Osiris’ return. Osiris either returned to Egypt at the age of 28, or in the 28th year of his reign. Set invited
Osiris to a banquet on the 17th day of the month of Hathor in which a splendid coffer of wood and gold was
offered as a prize to anyone who could fit perfectly into it. Secretly Set had built the chest exactly to Osiris’s
measurements. All tried to fit in it at the banquet but failed. When Osiris made his attempt, the conspirators
rushed forward, nailed the lid shut and poured molten lead overtop to stop the air supply. The chest was then
taken to the Nile where it floated to the sea. When Isis heard of the loss she cut off a lock of hair (a sign of
mourning usually laid on the tomb of the deceased). Isis now used all of her powers of magic to locate the coffer.
In the Greek version of the story the loss of Osiris was told to the people by the Pans and the reaction was given
the name panic. The coffin turned up on the shores of Byblos, either in the branches of a tamarisk bush which
soon grew into a magnificent tree or in a huge erica tree that quickly enclosed the coffin. The king of Byblos saw
the tree and was impressed by its beauty and height and had it cut down to make a pillar for his new palace.
Isis traveled incognito and found some children who knew of the whereabouts of Osiris. Still
undercover, she took a job as the nurse of the King’s son. Each night while the others were asleep she would pile
logs on the fire and place the king’s child onto the fire after which Isis would mourn for her dead husband. News
of this strange behavior reached the ears of Queen Astarte. Astarte concealed herself in the great hall to see if the
rumours were true. When she saw her baby placed onto the fire, the queen rushed forward to snatch her son
back. Isis responded that the queen’s actions had robbed the boy of immortality. Isis then revealed her true
identity, and the king had the tree cut open so she could take the coffin back to Egypt.
Set found the coffin of Osiris in its hiding place among the delta marsh. In a great rage he tore the body
of Osiris into fourteen pieces, scattering them around Egypt. Isis, along with sister Nepthys, Anubis and Tehuti,
found all of the fourteen pieces except one. The only piece she could not find was the phallus which Set had
tossed into the Nile and had been eaten by a fish. At each place she recovered a piece of her husband she buried
it (or built a temple there). With the help of the words of power of Tehuti, the pieces of Osiris were put back
together long enough to impregnate Isis. Osiris was reborn and went to live as a star in the Duat. Isis gave birth
to Horus. Horus was hid in the papyrus swamps, similar to Moses. While growing up he was bitten by savage
beasts, stung by scorpions, and burnt. Tehuti and Isis cured all of these problems. Horus was then given
information by his father Osiris about his death, and the need for Horus to avenge it. Osiris gave his son special
military training.
Horus and Set continually fought without either defeating the other. When Horus captured Set and
brought him to his mother Isis, she felt pity and compassion and let Set go free. In rage Horus either cut off her
head or removed her crown. Tehuti gave Isis a new crown in the shape of cow’s horns. The battle continued. Set
gouged out Horus’ eye, but later had his sight restored by either Tehuti or Hathor. Chapter 17 of the Book of the
Dead claims, “the way to restore the Eye of Horus is to rip off Set’s testicles,” which Horus does. Finally the two
were brought before the Ennead. Set promised to end the fighting and invited Horus to his house, but from evil
intentions and tries to have intercourse with Horus. The battle continues.
Set now tries to trick the Ennead by saying Horus is illegitimate. Finally Osiris sent a letter to the
Ennead asking them to do what was right. Tehuti, on behalf of the other gods, ruled
that Horus should be the new king of Egypt. With peace made, Set decided to make
his body in to a barge to carry away Osiris’ body for funeral. From then on Set took a
place on the solar barque of Ra, while Osiris went to become the Lord of the Duat
(underworld).
Osiris (Wizzer)
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Osiris was called the King of Eternity, who with his sister/wife Isis brought
order and knowledge to Egypt. He was a great teacher who then went to instruct the

world. He was raised from the dead long enough to impregnate Isis and become Lord of the Duat. Osiris is
connected in the sky with the stars of Orion (Sah in Egypt) and the Great Pyramid is claimed to be dedicated to
him. He is similar to the Mexican Quetzalcoatl ‘Feathered Serpent.’ Quetzalcoatl was also a teacher, healer, and
came from a far away land to teach non-violence. The Book of the Dead claims Osiris lives in a house with, “a
roof of fire, whose walls are living uraei (serpents) and the floor is a stream of running water.” Quetzalcoatl was
said to arrive on the boat made of serpents from the east. His Egyptian name (Ausar) is pronounced Wizzer, and
it is from this name that the word wizard originates.
Osiris is coloured either green or black. When black he is representing that all light (his son Horus) must
come out of the blackness. This is also true of the alchemic process whereby the final stage (gold or light) must
come from the original blackness of the Prima Materia. When he is green he is nature and the cycles of life
represented by agriculture. The Osiris myth became associated with the flooding of the Nile, which allowed food
to grow. This cycle is also where the idea of karma originates. He is also the green colour of the heart chakra. He
governs the Duat and at times is shown as a circle. Coffin Text 330 shows how he is related to the universal
order, “weather I live or die, I am Osiris. I enter in and reappear through you. I decay in you, I grow in you, I fall
down in you, I fall upon my side… I am not destroyed. I have entered the order, I rely upon the order, I become
master of the order. I emerge in the order.” He marries Isis for she is nature, and by being in love with nature we
can learn to merge with and rise above it.iii
His resurrection is a second birth in the form of a new consciousness. Osiris represents the mortal
human. His journey is our journey, his struggle is our struggle, and his reward is our reward. As the Neteru
helped Osiris they too can help us. By carrying the seed of eternity (Horus) while dead he represents that each
human carries the powers of spiritual salvation inside. Sometimes he is shown standing or sitting on a throne.
His head is crowned, but his body (except for the hands) were bound with the mummy wrappings of the dead.
Here we find spirit (the living head) bound to matter (the mummified body). In his hands he holds the heq
(shepherd’s crook) which represents control over the thoughts of the conscious mind (as one must control the
wandering sheep) and the flail (the punishment we must at times meet out to ourselves when not following
Maat). The flail also has three lashes upon it (Hermetic process) each with seven beads (the chakras that must be
purified). The position of the hands is very important. If crossed at the wrist they represent death, crossed at the
two fists represent judgment (like at the weighing of the heart). A double-crossing of hands and staffs indicate
renewal.iv Every mummified Egyptian would have been an Osiris.
When Osiris was 28 years old, or in the 28th year of his reign, he is attacked by Set. This is our Saturn
year, which makes a 28-year cycle through everyone’s astrological chart. The return of Saturn leads to a major
life change. Since few are ever ready to change, Saturn throws our life into disarray. I would not be walking this
mystery path without the difficulties that happened in my 28th year. Many wonder why does Osiris get into the
box? It is the same as Jesus at the Last Supper when he knew Judas was going to betray him. Osiris, like Jesus,
agrees to face their true destiny no matter how difficult the choice seems to be at first. His destiny was to be the
lord of the Duat, but only by dying to this world could that destiny be fulfilled. Osiris while in the tree is in
isolation, similar to a state of deep meditation or times of depression or illness. This is a time when Osiris cannot
outwardly act, but must use the time to plan and to reflect. The old has been destroyed, his kingship of Egypt,
but nothing has yet come to take its place. The tree is the world tree that sprang forth all life, and is a symbol for
our spine that supports the chakras (djed pillar). When Osiris is cut up by Set it is symbolizing he has been
separated from his former self. This is similar to ritual shamanic dismemberment. Shamans do this
metaphorically in the energy body ripping apart the initiate, cleaning them fully and then bringing them back
together. Parts of the Pyramid Texts claim, “your bones are reassembled, your members are rejoined to you.
Shake off the dust!” Another speaks of wiping the flesh and collecting one’s bones. The loss of the phallus, like
Shiva, represents seminal retention in order to channel the sexual energy to the higher spiritual centers. This
rechannelled energy was used to create Horus. v
Osiris’s body was cut into fourteen parts then scattered. Each of the fourteen parts later became temples
in Egypt, and interestingly there are fourteen Christian Stations of the Cross. Osiris came to represent the Central
Soul and when he is cut up into a number of pieces he is the soul divided to all the individuals of Egypt. When
cut up we are no longer part of the unified all of creation but are instead seeing everything as separate entities.
As lord of the perfect black Osiris is similar to the Buddhist teachings of “nothing but nothing,” that when one
reaches nothing (the blackness) they have reached everything. When depicted upon the throne in the Book of the
Dead he is the one and all, and is sometimes referred to in this state by the name Nebertcher, the trinity of Amun-

Ra-Ptah mentioned in the Creation Myths.vi
Isis (Aset)
Isis is the virgin mother of Horus, and was so popular that she stayed as a key worshiping figure long
into the Christian era. Isis was either the daughter of Hathor, or Hathor herself in another form. She can wear two
crowns. The most frequent is the hieroglyph of a seat (showing the connection with Hathor who is the seat of
Horus), while the other is the vulture headdress with a crescent disk and a pair of horns. Occasionally she has a
cow’s head or is also sometimes depicted with the winged arms of Maat. She was related to the star Sirius, and
each Summer Solstice was said to cry a tear for her departed Osiris that caused the Nile to inundate. This was the
Egyptian New Year and began the calendar we still use today (see calendar).
Isis is the goddess of nature thus was the earth mother. As queen of the earth she made agriculture
possible. Isis was also the goddess of magic. She used her magic given to her by Tehuti to resurrect Osiris and
heal Horus. What was deemed magic was really knowledge of things such as herbs, energy, and the other bodies
of self. She is also connected to what has become known as th veil of Isis. The veil covers our inner eyes from
sight of truth and reality, instead allowing us to only see the illusion of this world. Most today believe that Isis is
somehow veiling us or hiding us from herself. But as the great goddess of wisdom, why would she want to hide
or put humans into illusion? Correctly understood the veil of Isis is really the veil of “seeing” Isis. It does not
come from her, but blocks site of her and nature- why we must go to Isis for help to life this covering. A
reminder that veil is a ...for the word evil. Above her temple at Sais was the words, “I Isis am all that has been,
that is or shall be, no mortal man has ever seen me unveiled.” What that means is that while connected to body
and mind, Isis is veiled or has a covering. In Hermetic lore Isis is the daughter of Hermes (Tehuti), standing for
the innermost secret of the mysteries. She hides from all except the most steadfast seekers. vii It is her wisdom
teachings that help each aspirant gain the initial knowledge of nature and spirit.
As mother of Horus she personified the life giving principle. She is often depicted with Horus sitting on
her lap nourishing him with the gift of life. All of these elements were later incorporated by Christianity as the
Virgin Mary. Children helped Isis to locate Osiris’ body and for this reason children in Ancient Egypt were
looked upon as having a power for divination. Children still have many of their occult powers, as adults have yet
to break them of their link to the divine energy. Isis is the action inward of personal meditation, thus the reason
she searches for Osiris alone. The placing of the baby on the fire represents the fire of the inner mind that must
burn away that which keep us from our true self. This fire, even though it may be painful, is needed to reach the
state beyond the veil that she personifies. It is the reason she claims that the baby will not be immortal when
Astarte snatched the child from the fire. viii
Isis was also said to have black skin like Osiris, showing that Isis and Osiris are really the same. In her
aspect of Amentet she is the subtle substance of nature, the astral plane. Two key features of Isis are love and
wisdom. Isis has undying love and devotion for Osiris that transcends her loss of him. Her love also caused the
birth of Horus. This is the devotion of the initiate which leads him or her to the divine, for all that is needed is a
deep love for the divine. This is similar to the Christian Gnostics who say that to reach Sophia (the beautiful
female personification of wisdom) one must love her as a wife. The wisdom of Isis or Sophia cannot be found in
the head intellectually, but can only be found with love from the heart. It is said Isis veils herself and no mortal
man has unveiled her. Thus to know Isis means one must become one with her, or experience her directly with
love. This unity would create a state beyond normal waking consciousness where one dispels the illusion, which
is why no worldly human (who still believes the illusion) can discover her. ix
Nepthys
Nepthys is the sister of Osiris and Isis, and is the wife of Set. On her head is the glyph for “mistress of
the place.” In the myth she helps her sister locate and rejuvenate the body of Osiris. Nepthys is the lower nature
of matter, that which intoxicates the mind and senses while Isis is the beauty of creation. This connection to the
material realm is the reason for her becoming the wife of Set. Anything born in nature must eventually die, and
this force of death is represented by Nepthys. Isis and Nepthys are aspects of the same concept, thus are often
depicted together. They stand near the dead Osiris and are called his “two windows.” They are depicted
identically with only an opposite headdress. It means that nature and life (Isis) is the opposite of death, but they

are both a part of the same principle. You cannot have one without the other. The fact that Nepthys helps Isis in
the myth shows that there will be many times when death in fact will help us. Muata Ashby claims Isis is matter
seen through the eyes of wisdom, while Nepthys is the same matter seen through the eyes of the ego. The
enlightenment of Osiris occurs when he understands both aspects. Chapter 30 of the Book of the Dead refers to
the two women as “the two great uraei,” thus they are the force of kundalini. This twin force is shown by two
females in India (Ida and Pingala) and also the Egyptian female deities Uatchit and Nekhebet. Just as in nature
the two poles of kundalini are different, but are actually the same energy. x
Set
Set from the myth has come to be looked upon as evil, but Set was also worshiped at certain times and
temples because the priests understood that the energies he represents were needed. Set is the power of
opposition which is always trying to disrupt peace (hotep) and harmony (Maat). This opposition stems from our
conscious mind, but it is at times seen as evil and at other times as a necessity for our growth. It is similar to
shamanic ideas that we must embrace our challenges as opportunities to grow, rather than as things we detest and
hide from. When something gets in the your way, this is the power of Set. It is not necessarily bad for it forces
you to use all of your resources, to focus on the light instead of the dark. If you do then you will be like Horus
who was able to defeat Set. If everything was just handed to us without the need to challenge ourselves and our
abilities, we would never find our true inner strength. Overcoming our challenges will lead to great power, as
Horus became the ruler of Egypt when he overcame his adversary. xi That being said, even though we can
acknowledge the need for opposition and Set, that does not mean we shy away from the challenge of defeating
him. Originally he is the fighter of Ra (our higher self) but after defeated by Horus he is not destroyed but helps
Ra. We too want to defeat Set, not to destroy his power, but to begin channeling it to help our highest good.
Set needs 72 accomplices, a key number of precession. Astrologically Set is linked to the planet Saturn,
representing the 28-year cycle described earlier. Set is the desires of the mind. This leads to selfishness, greed,
hatred, anger, lust, etc. These are termed fetters and prevent the soul from discovering what is beyond. These
fetters are symbolically the wrappings of the mummy, which are always associated with Set. As the mummy
cannot move or act so too can our soul not properly live in awareness when fettered by the desires of the mind.
Set is the ego gone awry- showing how the mind has gone from a friend to a foe. Set is also associated with the
meteoric iron that fell from the sky and was used in the opening of the mouth ceremony. Set wanted to marry
Isis, not out of love but because he could gain power and control of Egypt. He thought of her as any other
possession, based on what having that possession would bring to him. During the story, Isis is usually able to
stay one step ahead of Set because she is free of all desires except divine love. Set also represents unrestrained
sexual energy, the power that needs to be either used to create or returned to the body through tantra. The word
Seti comes from Set and means to shoot (either an arrow or to ejaculate). Set cannot control his sexual desires,
and when he was unable to have Sex with Isis he ejaculated on the ground frustrated. He represents the animal
tendency to direct energy out of the body without control and reacting to life’s events without thinking. xii
In early versions Set merely killed Osiris and buried his body at Abydos. By the end of Egypt’s reign Set
was beginning to be portrayed in a more evil light. The things that were usually left in depiction for the serpent
Apop were now being passed onto Set. In the myths he gets nastier, perhaps a symbol that the conscious minds
of the average people were becoming stronger and creating more strife in the world. While Osiris was the
growing plants on the bank of the Nile, Set was the hot desert where one could not grow food. He was painted
red, and depicted as a dog, a pack of wild dogs, a crocodile or an ass. As a dog he is the barking conscious mind
that we cannot shut off and keep quiet. A pack of dogs can bring down a larger animal through small bites over
time. So too will our own mind bring a larger being (our soul) down through its small repeated actions. The
crocodile lies unseen under the Nile and strikes suddenly as our patterns and habits of our mind will strike us
without warning. Set is sometimes a beast with a curved snout and a forked tail. The forked tail and the burning
heat eventually became Satan (from Set) in the Bible. Satan is the Angel of Darkness and means ‘adversary’ in
Hebrew. Originally he was simply an opponent. When the Old Testament was translated into Greek, Satan
became “Diablos” the accuser. The name had changed away from its origin of Set to become something that had
connections to false accusations. The word Diablos became the Devil, and formed the new Christian concept that
the Devil is not actually us but is something out there that tries to stop us. The only devil is our own mind, and
we must first examine if that mind should be in a human being or not. xiii Older reliefs show Set coming out of
Horus’s body, or together holding a ladder or tying a papyrus reed in the hieroglyph for union.
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Horus eventually defeats Set but does not kill him for Set is a power that cannot be annihilated,
only redirected. When one has finally controlled their Setian nature, they are shown holding the Uas
scepter (in the right hand showing active force). The staff has an angled head and forked tail to show
Set is now as rigid as the staff. To hold the uas in the left hand meant was one was gaining the
intuitive powers to control Set, or that they were stopping internal dialogue (mediation). Boheme
wrote a passage which explains finding Set within, “Finding within myself a powerful adversary
[Set], namely the desires that belong to the flesh and blood, I began to fight a hard battle against my
corrupted nature, and with the aid of God I made up my mind to overcome the inherited will to
break it, and to enter wholly into the love of God. I therefore then and there resolved to regard
myself as one dead in my inherited form, until the spirit of God would take form in me, so that in and through
Him I might conduct my life. Now while I was wrestling and battling with the adversary within, a wonderful
light arose within my soul (Horus). It was a light entirely foreign to my unruly nature, but in it I recognized the
true nature of God and man and the relation existing between them, a thing which before that I had never
understood and for which I would never have thought to seek.” xiv
Horus (Heru)
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Horus is the 10th Neteru of Heliopolis. Ten is the highest number in an
original series of numbers and represents completion, but Horus is more
closely related to the number five as he is the fifth Neteru emerging from the
coupling of Geb and Nut. He is represented by the falcon or hawk who can
fly free to the sun. Horus is our astral body or the body beyond the physical.
The hawk is gifted with great clarity and vision, thus is the ability to see
what is real as opposed to illusion. He is the guiding force through the
recapitulation of our life to find what our path and events held for us, and
how our own mind held us back. He has the famous expression “watching
you like a hawk.” This watching is the observer within that is watching the
wandering thoughts of the mind (Set, Apop). Horus became recognized in
many forms including: Heru-P-Ichant (Horus the child, the infant being
suckled by Isis), Horachety (Horus of the Horizon, a the name that connects
with the Sphinx at Giza), and Heru-er (Horus the elder, the one who
overcomes Set). His worshiping temples were as the falcon at Edfu, in the
south at Nekhem (Hierakonopolis), and in the north at Bedhet where he was
the winged sundisk. Most texts show him to be the last of the Neteru to rule Egypt during the First Time. Mortal
human kings were the descendants of Horus, while priests were the Followers of Horus. Horus is the path we
aspire to break free of the karma of reincarnation and unite with the All. The path of Horus is also the path of
Jesus, Krishna, Buddha etc.xv
Horus was married to Het-Heru (Hathor), who is the feminine principle of light. His four sons protect the
organs which were removed and placed in canopic jars prior to mummification. By being able to defeat Set he
represents the power to overcome opposition. When one is challenged one can call on the light of Horus to lead
us with strength. He is born from the combination of Osiris (spirit) and Isis (nature). Horus is the rebirth of spirit,
but not a physical birth from the womb but a rebirth of the mind. Following the path of Horus leads us to reach
the state of Gnosis from Tehuti and to live the principles of Maat. To do this requires less time focusing on the

material world and our desires and wants. We have to explore our Setian nature, not to think we are worse for
having one but to think us better for taking the time to find it and acknowledge it. Until we are honest about what
we are fighting, our energy to transform will not be used well. This is why everyone is classified as a Horus,
because each examines our Setian nature to transform it. We can then be a king and rule our own sphere, as
Horus rules Egypt. The only Neteru who had the authority to crown Horus was Tehuti, representing that only the
wisdom of inner Gnosis can provide us the truth that can take us to enlightenment.
The struggle of Horus and Set is the struggle of every human being to control the mind. The path of
Horus is the path of the heart. The battle with Set does not actually exist on the physical plane, though it may
appear so. The battle outside is only representative of the battle that is happening inside. To not understand this
one will spend all of their time fighting the outer world when in fact the only fight is inside. This key part of the
teaching is reveled with Horus depicted with Set’s head coming out of his side in the Book of What is in the
Duat, or are shown together tying a papyrus into a sema union sign. Set is within, and we must use the light of
the heart (the number five) to go back and reach Osiris, which is our father and our higher self. Set is not an evil
force to be destroyed, but be transformed into something of a higher vibration. Thus our ego is less destroyed as
it is turned into our best use, as Ra calls upon Set to battle Apop. Thus the mind is used to help fight itself. xvi

Hathor
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Hathor (Het-Heru) means “House of Horus.” She also had the
titles of “Mother of Light” and “Lady of Hotep (peace), the Eye of Ra,
Dweller in his Disk, Mistress of all the Gods.” She is the personification
of feminine energy on the path to enlightenment. A statue of her from
the temple of Dendera would once a year mate with the statue of Horus
from Edfu. At the temple of Dier al-Medina she is called “the Golden
One, Queen of the Gods.” She has dual aspects as Sekhemet and Bastet
(see Below). She is usually symbolized by the cow, relating her to Nut.
She sometimes takes the place of Nut at the sycamore tree that
nourishes the traveler to the underworld. She is most known by her
aspects of love and lovemaking (becoming Aphrodite in Greece),
merriment, dance, music and song. She plays the sistrum and wears the
Menet. Her great temple was at Dendera, the place of the famous
zodiacs where the New Year’s festival was held. She was also a key
figure at the beautiful Temple of Hatshepsut opposite the river from Luxor. xvii One her head is the cow horns or
sometimes a falcon on a perch, representing the House of Horus. At times she is depicted as the mother of Horus,
thus Isis and Hathor are the same.
The nourishment that she provides is the encouragement in the Book of the Dead for the initiate to battle
Apop (outside control), and to not lose one’s heart (the place of Maat and our true self). She also teaches one
how to become a lotus, the flower that ascends to light from darkness. What she is providing is the inner strength
for us to connect with Horus inside, as our love will cause us to couple with our spouse. She is also the love for
ourself that we need to make anything happen. She connects with Horus sexually through Min. She is not
unbridled passion or sexual pleasure, but true love. Our sexual energy is an important part of being human, and
is our initial force that makes us want to join with something beyond ourself. She is able to show that when one
is using proper sexual coupling techniques (see Min) love is used to turn the sexual energy into a force of
spiritual growth. If we only act through lust we will be unable to use our sex energy, instead wasting it on desires
of the mind. This is why she holds the Menet, the symbol of proper balance of male and female sexual energy. xviii
She is also a seat, thus a place where Horus can rest. She is vitality (jewel 19 to the Toltecs) thus energy is
brought from rest, and Horus at times needs to rest during his battle with Set. It is resting in love. Hathor is said
to have seven images or forms that connect with the seven stars in the Pleiades, and the dance of the seven veils.
This connection is with the chakras that will lead to the flow of kundalini. The seven Hathors were worshiped at
Dendera and were represented in the form of young beautiful women wearing tight-fitting tunics and vulture
headdresses. They also held tambourines.
She was often shown playing the sistrum (sesheshet in Egypt), a musical instrument that drives away
evil spirits (see chapter on sound.) The three feminine figures of Hathor, Tehuti and Maat reveal the energies that
are used in creation. They are unchanging forms that exist, as wood can become a table or a bowl but will still be
wood. Tehuti is a male, describing that he is the force of taking the feminine energy that is internal and adding
the male energy of acting outward with it. He is the love of the divine (heart) and the need to walk towards it,
while also being the outward manifestation of God through omens and Logos. Hathor is the force of spiritual
energy and love that we need within. Maat is the order and harmony that every creature in their heart is striving
to attain.xix
Sekhemet

61:Sekhemet statue, British Museum

Sekhemet was the consort of Ptah and was one aspect of Hathor. She is
depicted as a lioness, wearing on her head the solar disk with the uraeus
serpent. She is also depicted atop a u-shaped serpent, holding both of its
necks. Her name means powerful. She represents the burning power of the
sun. As the eye of Ra she nearly destroyed all of mankind until Tehuti
intervened and gave her wine to drink and turned her into Bastet. Actually
she is really not the heat of the sun, but the heat of our inner sun. She is the
inner fire of kundalini which when it reaches the head will become the Eye
of Horus and open the power of the third eye. Not understood correctly, this
fire could lead to severe damage, thus the warning in the myth. If used
correctly, this fire will burn all of our blocks that halt the flow. This process
is soul healing. All great healers in Egypt needed her wisdom along with
that of Tehuti. Like used by Oriental masters, this fire is needed to reach
deep within. When events are brought out from the blocks they will produce tremendous pain as we relive them
to eliminate them from our being. Only by ridding ourselves of the pain within us can we really heal. New age
healers who claim that you won’t experience anything but a happy feeling are not really healing you, but
performing the kind of healing from Bastet that is only helping. Sekhemet was the healer and she hurts, but from
that hurt comes the true connection to being free of our bindings.
Her name comes from the word Sekhem which means personal power. This power will lead us to
healing, and also is the inner light that will dispel our darkness. Her statues were usually made out of igneous
rock like basalt or granite to emphasize the power of fire that she represents. So powerful were her statues that I
was able to use one to heal a number of people, as explained in the chapter on religion. Because of her great
power for healing or destruction, a statue of Sekhemet should be shown the utmost of respect.
Bastet
Bastet today is thought to be the black cat. Actually Bastet is a cat headed woman who holds a sistrum,
while a bunch of black cats surround her. The kittens are Bastet on the physical plane, while Bastet as a form of
Hathor is in both the physical and spiritual. Cats are well known for being able to easily travel to the astral
realms, and are often a symbol of feminine meditation. Black cats are powerful protectors and suck up negative
energies. They were used by ancient women thought of as witches, not to cast evil spells but to protect those
negative energies from coming to them when making up healing potions of herbs.
Bastet wore a green garment while Sekhemet wore a red one. While her counterpart Sekhemet heals with
the power of fire, Bastet is a more subtle healer, not as powerful but helpful nonetheless. Her gentle healing is
what provides some relief from aches and pains, or physical problems like illness (symbolized by surrounding
herself with physical cats). Sekhemet does the inner soul healing which is painful in its depth, but even masters
know that subtle healing at times is also required. This is less a healing than a helping. If all we ever felt is pain,
our mind could think that no healing is taking place. Bastet healing also gives us extra strength which is needed
to allow us to continue to endure the pain that the healing of Sekhemet will continue with us. Eventually,
working with both of these aspects will take us to a place where the block (demon) is eliminated and we will be
open to pure energy and strength.
Eye of Horus
“If thine eye be single, thy whole body shall be full of light.” Matthew 6:22
The Eye of Horus is described in great detail in Egyptian mythology. The Pyramid Texts claim, “Behold
Osiris Unas, you have been brought to the Eye of Horus and you will gain possession of it at your initiation.” “O
Osiris Unas, may you gain control of the Eye of Horus. The subtle body is inherently afraid of it.” “It will affect
you and your mouth will be opened.” The Book of the Dead chapter 138 claims, “It (Eye of Horus) can divert
the powers of Set.”xx It is also symbolized by the goddess Utchat or the winged sundisk. At one point during the
battle, Set gouged out the eye of Horus. It represented a time when Horus was blind to the ways of spirit. Each of

us in our training will reach times like this when we feel we are in situations beyond our teaching. However
there was help for Horus, so there is help for us. Hathor and Tehuti came to his rescue to not only obtain the eye,
but also provide him with an even more powerful one than before. When the eye returned it found an Akh in its
place (the inner light that leads to enlightenment) so it was made as a cobra and placed on the forehead.
Egyptian texts claim that with the Eye of Horus one will be able to see clearly and have protection and
power. It was a famous symbol to the initiated and an amulet for the masses. As in Asian tradition, the right eye
is seen as the masculine sun (Ra in Egypt) and the left the feminine moon (of Tehuti). An imbalance in our
masculine-feminine energy can be spotted in the eyes. While these eyes are separate, we too see the world as
separate. The Pyramid Texts say one needs to unite the white and black eyes (left and right) to be initiated. When
this happens we can raise the kundalini to the point of our brow and open our third eye. This is the Eye of Horus
which will allow us to see beyond the normal world of duality. We will see things as they are, thus be classified
as a seer. This eye will allow one to see the Light, or energy as it really is in the universe. The eye was brought
back by Tehuti and Hathor showing that it is Gnosis and love (both found in the heart) that will allow the Eye to
be created.
Another myth has the Eye of Ra going into creation and getting lost. The eye did not want to return so
Tehuti was sent to find the eye, which was upset when it returned to see Ra had already replaced it. Tehuti thus
placed it on the brow as a uraeus. This myth is similar in information to Horus. Here Ra is our Higher Self that
sent his eye (part of himself or individual soul into creation) which got lost or forgot the nature of its trip.
Through ignorance (desires of Set) the purpose of our higher self is forgotten. The eye (material souls) get
caught up in the apparent reality of the physical world. Tehuti (wisdom) comes in the forms of Metu Neter (the
hieroglyphic texts/books) or as spiritual teachers (Sbai/masters) who was able to instruct the eye (us) back to
reality. With the understanding in place the individual soul can return. xxi
Humanity was said to come from the tears of Ra. From the tears (remtu) came humans (rethu). It implies
that human experience is both a sorrowful condition because we have lost our connection and become associated
with the ego. Even things we find as pleasant will bring us sorrow. No situation, no matter how good, can last
forever. Thus even in our pleasure we will find pain when the activity can no longer happen. We can not win
every sporting event, can not always have sex, our favorite TV show is not always on, people will die. To find
the true self one will find inner peace and pleasure in
any activity and not have sorrow if a particular one is not available in any moment. This is the pain that is
explained through this myth. When we find balance we will be able to allow enjoyment in any activity or
situation in the moment, then from detachment not find sorrow should any activity not be able to happen
again.xxii
Osiris Myth in Nile Flood
The myth of Osiris permeated every aspect of Egyptian society, but none more than during the yearly
flooding of the Nile. The life of Egypt depended upon the river. In the midst of the desert, the Nile is 4,000 miles
of hope. Diodorus of Sicily claimed the Egyptian name of the Nile was Aegyptus (Greek for vulture), and could
explain the reason the Greeks used the word to explain the entire country. To refer to the Nile meant to refer to
Egypt. The river received its modern name from the King of Nileus. The Nile was seen as the companion of the
Milky Way in the sky called the “Winding Waterway.” Each year a great flood, known as The Inundation
occurred. This event caused three seasons in the Egyptian year: Shomu (deficiency April-June), Akhet
(inundation July-Oct) and Proyet (coming forth Nov-Mar). During the period of inundation, the Nile is the
Neteru Hapi.xxiii Unfortunately the inundation (flooding) of the Nile no longer occurs as a result of modern canals
and dams which have been built in Egypt.
Beginning at the time of the summer solstice, the star Sirius (represented by Isis) rose in the sky. Sirius is
the only star to rise every 365.25 days, thus became the calendar we use today. Even more amazing in Egypt was
that the rising of Sirius also signaled the flooding of the Nile. The night prior to the flood was known as the
‘night of the drop,’ when Isis as Sirius was said to send a tear down from heaven for her dead husband. This tear
landed in Nubia in the south, which caused the Nile to flood. Prior to the inundation the Nile was at its lowest
level, and the heat and desert encroached on the green land turning it to dust. Animals and humans became weak
due to the heat and lack of water. It symbolized the death of Osiris as the heat of Set was taking command. Yet
the rise of Sirius as Isis, and the drop of water she brought down, allowed not only the force of Osiris to brought

back to give life to Horus, but also for the life giving force of the Nile to return water to the heated lands. xxiv
It was just at the point when Set had seemed to gain victory that the Nile would again inundate. The
floodwaters turned the Nile green with a mass of vegetable detritus floating from the equatorial swamps in the
south. For several days the Nile would smell foul with this decaying vegetable matter. This greenery was Osiris
and the stench was the purifying odor that would force out all the evil from Set that was lingering. A few days
later, a second red coloured wave of mud from the soils of Ethiopia arrived. The Nile rose 40-45 feet in the south
and 25 feet at the northern delta. The waters submerged the whole country, giving it the appearance of a vast sea
or lake. Herodotus wrote, “When the Nile overflows, the whole country is converted into a sea, and the towns
which remain above the waters look like islands in the Aegean.” xxv
During the flood Osiris was still dead, but Horus was battling Set. The completion of the inundation and
the possibility of planting was symbolized as the victory of Horus. Osiris, as plant life, was now able to rise from
the mud. This rising was ritually enacted in the raising of the Djed pillar (see symbols). Each year the power of
Osiris and Horus could be seen by the entire population. The Nile flood also recreated the act of creation. When
Egypt was submerged under the flood waters the whole land returned to the primordial condition of Nun. The
evaporation of the water became a reenactment of the beginning, when the primordial hill first appeared from the
waters.xxvi
Other Stories
The myth of Osiris and Horus is nearly identical to the Christian New Testament teachings of Jesus and
many other religious teachings of the world. In India, Krishna is the black one and is pursued by his evil uncle
King Kamsa. Kamsa foresaw that Krishna would assume the kingship so he ordered all male children to be
killed (like the Jesus and Moses stories). Like Horus, Krishna’s eyes are the sun and the moon unified into one
whole. Krishna was also born of a virgin. The Finish story of Kullervo has the father and the uncle separated by
a hawk. Some say they were born from the trunk of a tree. The child at three months says he will avenge his
father’s death. The uncle tries to destroy the child by throwing him into a fire. He was sent to the forest where he
felled five (number of Horus) trees and then eight (Tehuti) more. He also threshes grain and feeds a cow. The
story in Greek is of Demeter who must search on her own to find Persephone in the underworld. Demeter also
attempts to make a child immortal by placing it in the fire. The Blackfoot have a myth of how sign language
started. Two twin brothers fell in love with the same woman. One decided to rid of his rival brother by taking
him on a canoe trip, leaving him on an island. The abandoned is taken into a beaver lodge and taught the beaver
medicine including signing. When the summer comes, the twin returns to teach the people signing. xxvii
Other Neteru
Aker
Aker is the twin lion god or two sphinxes back to back facing east (yesterday) and west (today). They
guard the exit and entrance to the Duat, and lions were used to guard the entrance to temples and homes as is still
done today in Chinese tradition. Aker’s job is to keep out yesterday and tomorrow (past and future) thus keep all
who pass by in the Now. To walk between the two lions was to leave time behind.
Ammit
Ammit is the combined hippo, lion and crocodile that is found at the weighing of the heart, who eats the
souls of those who do not pass the balance. He will be explained further in the chapter on the Book of the Dead.

Anubis (Anpu)/Upuat

63:Anubis in the form of Upuat (Opener of the ways) found in the tomb of Tutankhamun, Cairo
Museum
While Anubis was part of the early texts, by the New Kingdom he became prominent in mummification
and the Book of the Dead. He weighs the heart, sat (guarded) the box/ark of Osiris, and as Upuat was the
“opener of the ways” who guided the dead in the underworld to the Elysian Fields. He has always been assumed
to be jackal headed but many now refer to him as a domesticated dog. When in all animal form (like the one
from Tut’s tomb) he has a black coat with gold trim. The dog prefers carrion instead of fresh meat, and is able to
sublimate the dead matter into his own living purpose. A dog is also famous for its homing instinct (even at
night) and is a great guide. Who better to lead than one’s favorite dog? Anubis represents our inner ability to
distinguish the physical world of illusion from the world of true reality. That he is coloured gold and black shows
he is the beginning (black) and end (gold) of the alchemic process. We must be like a dog and by loyal to
wisdom and love, while rearing up and barking at the evil of the mind. Thus he is the opposite dog qualities of
Set. Because he helps to discern between reality and illusion, he is a perfect choice to be the weigher of the heart.
Anubis is the one who embalms the mummy, as in early training the initiate is symbolized as one who is dead in
the coffin. The resurrection is the connection to our own higher self. It is the discrimination of Anubis which can
lead us inside to Horus. As Upuat he represents our ability to watch our own ego, to detach from worldly
desires.xxviii
Apis-Bull
The Apis-Bull was worshiped in Egypt as a symbol of fertility and strength of kingship. There would
only be one sacred Apis bull alive at any one time. Upon its demise the priests of Memphis would be dispatched
in search of the reincarnation of the Apis. The task was to find a newborn calf which had the special physical
markings that distinguished it as a reborn Neteru. These marks were an inverted white triangle on the forehead,
white markings resembling a vulture on the shoulder, a falcon round the rump, a tufted tail and the configuration
of the scarab beetle on the tongue. The calf would be brought to Memphis to the temple of Ptah and kept in a
special place. When the bull died it received a royal burial and was placed in the rock tombs of the Serapeum.
The bull symbolized male sexual power and Ptah as creator of forms. Serapis was a Greek combination of the
Apis bull and Osiris, which became popular in Alexandria, Greece and Rome. xxix
Apop

64:Atum before the many coils of the Apop serpent, Book of Gates
Apop is the serpent that is fought each night and hacked to pieces by the combined forces of Ra, Osiris
and Horus The Leiden Papyrus sets out the ways to defeat Apop. Apop is always shown traveling along the
ground, or in great undulations. Without the waves the mind is free to be in a state of hotep (peace). Apop is also
the undulations of the dream we believe to be real. Apop is said to need “no nourishment other than his own loud
and dreadful roar,” the very sounds of his own mind. Every night Apop attempts to stop Ra from becoming the
light, as our own mind tries to stop us from reaching our inner light. The myth is explaining that as Ra must
constantly battle Apop, we too will have to constantly battle our mind for it is a constant adversary. A part of the
Book of the Dead shows Apop sitting upon the Djed of Osiris, meaning that he is trying to stop the flow of
energy up the spine, defeated with the “fire of the back.” We need to use our inner light to halt this opposing
force. When the serpent is struck with the spear it stops moving. When we can stop our mind with meditation we
will gain control over our dream that we call reality. xxx In time it becomes Set (who is the only one on the boat
who does not get hypnotized by Apop) on the boat of Ra who defeats Apop, thus we use the positive quality of
the mind (opposition) to defeat the negative “intrusion” that is attempting to gain control of our Being (Apop).
Apop also has the names in texts of Sebau and Nuk. He became connected to Set, conscious mind, which caused
Set to be seen as evil. Yet it is more correct to say that Apop entered human consciousness and “took over” our
mind to turn it to the ways of the Apop serpent. Thus we must overcome what Apop has done to Set, not Set
itself.
Bes
65:Bes from a stone block at Dendera

Bes is a dwarf god with a beard, monstrous face, lion’s mane
and protruding tongue pressed between his teeth which are all nontraditional Egyptian features. He is found at Dendera and like Hathor
he was fond of dancing, music and jubilation. He played the lyre,
tambourine, and sistrum. He was a favourite deity for women in
childbirth and for children because he was thought to frighten away
bad dreams. He was also thought to bring good luck and fortune. xxxi
The reference to the dwarf in fairy tales and their role in the alchemic
process may have roots with Bes.

Heka
Part of a group that includes Hu (divine word/Logos), Sia (divine knowledge) and Heka (life force in
action). (See magic)

Min (Amsu)
66:Min from wall relief, Luxor Temple

Min is a form of Horus that used the symbol of the thunderbolt, door
bolt and lettuce. His thunderbolt was later added to the Greek Zeus. He is
thought by Egyptologists to be related to the rain and storms (because of the
thunderbolt) for it is he “who opens the clouds.” The bolt of lightning is
actually representative of the sexual process, as sperm will flow from a man
like lightning during orgasm. In later Egypt his true meaning was lost as he
became a cult god for orgies of sexuality. His teaching evolved in Europe to
Mayday sexual fertility festivals. Just as a huge pole was erected to Min in
Egypt, the maypole was later erected in Europe.
In the proper Egyptian teachings, Min is an aspect of Horus. Min is not
the unbridled use of sexual energy, but the opposite, the learning to control and
use it wisely. Many of his statues show him with an erect penis, held by his left
hand while holding a flail in his right. This pose can lead to victory “over the
enemies of his father.” The father of Horus is Osiris, and his enemy is Set.
Ancient tradition taught the importance of understanding our sexual energy. It is the most powerful energy force
that we have. When used for sex it can create another human. When used just for pleasure it creates neither a
human or the impetus to raise kundalini. When used in tantra it causes kundalini to rise, as the plumes on the
head of Min are Isis and Nepthys.
Tantra teaches that sex is not bad but one of the most powerful acts that can be undertaken if done
correctly. The energy is stirred to the highest level possible, with most of it channeled back into the body to be
used for spiritual development. These inner orgasms as they are called, far exceed the outer. He holds the penis
with his left hand, the inward feminine quality to show the force is going inside, while holding the flail to beat
back his own inner urges to outwardly project the thunderbolt. xxxii Both Min and Set have lettuce as their favorite
food. It is a once an aphrodisiac and part of a vegetarian diet. Thus we must nurture both parts of ourselves, for
we will use the lower self’s urges for sex using love (Hathor) for our partner and our self to connect with Horus
inside.
Mut
Mut is usually depicted as the wife of Amun-Ra at Thebes, and her temple was at Karnak. She is a
personification of the one great goddess like Hathor and Isis. Mut is the Great Mother and the sound of Mut is
still present in every word for mother around the world. While sometimes she wears the double crown, usually
she wears the vulture headdress, a bird known as a fierce protector of their young. xxxiii She is connected with the
Greek Hera.
Neith
Neith is the consort of Khnum at Esna and is symbolized by two crossed arrows or the weaving shuttle.
The crossed arrows (x) symbolize fertilizing and multiplying as we use the symbol today. It has nothing to do
with war or hunting as believed by Egyptologists. xxxiv As a weaver she weaves the web of life. It is the ancient
symbol for the interconnectedness of all things. As everything in the universe is connected by this web, by
learning to weave we can access all of creation. Neith in some myths was also a part of the tribunal of Horus and
Set. She decreed Horus should rule, but Set should receive some sort of compensation for he too was part of the
web of life.

Nekhebet and Utchat
Nekhebet was the vulture of the south while Utchat (Buto to the Greeks) was the cobra of the north.
Together they would appear upon the diadem headdress of the Pharaoh. They are actually one and the same, just
appearing in dual forms. Nekhebet is also a form of Isis while Utchat is a form of Nepthys. Together these two
female goddesses will lead one to the Eye of Horus, shown by their dual position on the head. As mentioned, the
Eye of Horus is the third eye that allows us to see beyond the material, and comes from a rise of kundalini to the
head. At times they can also come together as the winged sundisk (freedom and power), or as the two serpents
along the staff of Tehuti. As explained with Nepthys, they are opposite poles of the same principle. Their
combination leads to heightened awareness.xxxv
Selket
Selket was scorpion headed female and associated with Horus in the swamps. The sting and poison of
the scorpion represents the sting and death we must do to our conscious mind. Selket is also related to the
Egyptian word breath (selk), and is connected with Neith. The breath (infusing ourself with spirit) will help us
connect with Neith (the web of life). She, along with Neith, Isis and Nepthys guarded one of the four canopic
jars filled with the organs of the mummified (See the sons of Horus).
Seshat
Seshat or Sefekht is translated as “the Secretary” or “Seven.” She is the consort of Tehuti, (thus the form
of Maat in the physical) and can be seen as a librarian, record keeper and controller of the Akashic records (the
wisdom of everything). She was sometimes called “Mistress of the Book” and “Mistress of the House of
Architects.” She is often shown laying out the foundations of a sanctuary with the aid of the stars. On her head is
a seven-pointed star, similar to the one on the head of the Statue of Liberty. Interestingly she is also shown
wearing a panther skin. In Egypt as well as Mexico, the cheetah or leopard was worn as a symbol of the high
priest.xxxvi
Sobek
Sobek was the crocodile. At times the crocodile is associated with Set and the fast strikes of the
conscious mind. In the form of Sobek, the mind has been controlled and placed in service with our heart. The
temple of Kom Ombo was built to explain this principle. xxxvii
Sons of Horus
The Four sons of Horus protect the viscera (organs) which were removed and placed in canopic jars
prior to mummification. Each of the jars were paired with a female deity who offered protection. The four sons
are: Amsety (human headed, liver, element of water, west, protected by Isis), Duamutef (jackal headed, stomach,
earth, north, protected by Neith) Hapi (baboon headed, lungs, air, east, protected by Nepthys) and Qebsennuf
(hawk headed, intestines, fire, south, protected by Selket). Native Indians provide offerings for the seven
directions: four cardinal as well as earth, sky and the inner of Spirit. The Egyptian Salt Papyrus claims there are
deities of the seven directions which are Isis, Nepthys, Thoth, Horus at the four corners, and “Geb is the ground,
Nut is the sky, and the Great Hidden God is the interior.” xxxviii The placing of the elements to the directions is the
same as found in the native Indian medicine wheels. The four sons were said to follow in a particular order
(counter clockwise). This is similar to the teaching of Toltecs who may start with the technique of recapitulation
in the east, which leads to not-going in the north, which leads to erasing personal history in the west, and finally
to dreaming in the south.
Sokar
Sokar was the hawk god found in the Book of What is in the Duat and is related to the pyramids and sphinx at
Giza. This god is a form of Horus and is often associated and combined with Ptah as well as Osiris. In the
Pyramid Texts he manufactured the royal bones, while in the Book of the Dead he fashioned silver bowls for the
deceased. This may represent the ability to make the components of matter, or is the place where matter comes
from.
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